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Titles in Barronâ€™s popular series of  Pet Handbooks  are filled with reliable information and

helpful advice on animal care. Written by breeders, veterinarians, and other pet experts, these

photo-illustrated books instruct on housing, feeding, healthcare, and where applicable, grooming.

Titles devoted to dog breeds also discuss exercise needs and training methods. Barronâ€™s  Pet

Handbooks  resemble Barronâ€™s alternate series, the  Pet Ownersâ€™ Manuals,  but each of the 

Handbooks  has a larger page count and includes more detailed advice and instruction.
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(back cover)   The Information  You Need to  Raise an Active  and Healthy  Iguana    Facts, advice,

and fascinating insights tell you all you need to know about    Purchase  Nutrition  Health Care 

Maintaining an Optimal Terrarium Environment  and much more   Filled with color photos and

instructive line illustrations --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

R. D. Bartlett began his pet fish-keeping when he netted minnows out of the brooks near Springfield,

Massachusetts. He moved to Florida and began working as the general manager for Aquarium

Supply, a tropical fish, goldfish, and koi wholesaler, and then opened his own pet shop.  Patricia

Bartlett grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and began keeping fish at age 10. She has journeyed

to Costa Rica and Peru to net and write about angelfish, discus, and knife fish. She is a recent

convert to the wonderful world of koi. The Bartletts have co-authored numerous pet care books,



mostly centering on reptiles and amphibians.

This is a great addition to The Ultimate Iguana Manual. It gives you factual information and the

importance of caring for these beautiful reptiles for the long haul. They don't stay small for long and

require special diets, huge caging, high humidity, soaking, nail trimming, the right UVA/UVB lighting,

thermal zoned temps and much more. I recommend someone get Iguana Handbook, read it,

re-read it and then get The Ultimate Iguana Manual and read it. Your learned knowledge through

both resources will save your Iguana's life!

The book was for my grandson who had purchased an Iguana, He was very pleased with it because

is so helpful with questions (and problems) he has encountered in caring for his new pet. This was

an excellent buy.

I got this book as a guide and research source for students in my Montessori classroom. I needed it

less for types of iguanas and more for care (I assumed this would be more pet-care oriented than it

was).However, the students adore the book, and adore the classroom pets we've recently acquired,

and I will likely use resources such as The Green Ig Society (website) to help support and

troubleshoot.

This was the better of the two it has instructions for building your own custom cage even gives

details on size of reptile and size of cage needed. Bingo

The delivery of this book came in an okay condition. It looked used and it was dented, folded It also

came a little ripped; like if a child had it before me. The info it has is great with the food and temp but

it needs to be updated and it is and old book . i would not recommend this book , unless it was my

last choice.

yes it was great!

Bought this book to learn about iguanas. It teaches a lot of information about owning and raising

one.

As I read through "The Iguana Handbook", I was sorely disappointed, but not because the book was



bad. In fact, the book was so detailed and accurate that it made me reconsider getting a baby iggy

until I could house it in its adult form. Too many people get an iguana without thinking about what

the future holds, and what needs to be done for one. I am happy to announce that this book will help

to impart some of the knowledge necessary to make an iguana a happy and thriving member of

your family.Richard D. and Patricia Pope Bartlett are the consummate author team when it comes to

herpetology and they show it well as they painstakingly illustrate the life and needs of a

properly-cared-for Green Iguana (and some of its confamiliars). With their assistance, it is no longer

necessary for captive iggies to suffer from Metabolic Bone Disease and other such ailments inflicted

upon them by poor diet. They also tell how to build a lovely cage, take care of an iggy out-of-doors,

house one with other lacertilians, breed them and many other useful tidbits.
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